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Nope. This game has the same problems wthis "Intergalactic Bubbles". It's just a little funnier that the other one.. This level is
dank as hell, 10\/10 would kill everyone again with a hammer.. I like the 'yo mama' joke btw.... This is not DLC, it's something
that should've been in the base game, not worth it if you didn't get the season pass.

DLC implies content that changes the game majorly and this doesn't, DLC shouldn't exsist to begin with..... Its okay, not worth
putting money into.
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I play this game when we are on drugs :) I'm always the best!. I got this game as part of the freedom bundle and I finally got the
chance to play it.

While the concept does remind me of those stick shooter games found on newgrounds, the excecution is very poor, with idiotic
AI, a broken tutorial that is unwinnable for many as well as very poor stealth mechanics.

I don't reccomend buying this game, even if it's on sale for very cheap.. Some of the worst scenario design I've encounted in my
20+ years of gaming.

The Dunkirk mission is easily the worst design out of all of them. The your mission objective is to kill every French unit across
the entire map - why? Who knows, as anyone that has read anything about the Dunkirk offensive knows that it was solely
focused on the destruction of the British Army. Instead, you are playing whack-a-mole with French (again, why?) spread across
the entire map while fighting under extremely difficult time constraints. Also worth mentioning, is tha the French will
continuously counter-attack into your rear areas (just like they did in real life? Nope). The scenario is just a total blunder and
highlights how horrible this DLC is.

Difficult? No.
Challenging? No
Unrealistic? Yes
Boring? Yes
Frustrating? Absolutely!

My recommendation: Skip this DLC and stop playing this game. For me, the Blitzkrieg DLC is a culmination of terribly
designed scenarios that have not gotten better since the base game. It's a shame, OOB has some great features that easily
outshine Panzer Corps, but their missions are just awful.. The core mechanic is fun, but I wish there was more scaling. As in,
the level opens up larger and larger as the hole gets bigger. Beating this game took me 100 minutes (including cutscenes), which
if it had been priced at more than $10 would have felt like a ripoff. At this price point it's definitely more debatable. The
aestetic works and the story is cute, but overall this feels more like a game jam or student showcase game than a finished
product.. The best version of Jack in the classic bundle. If I could, I'd marry Cookie in a heartbeat.. A surprising and fun return
of the ex series, it keeps the solid 2 d fighting format with some neat modifications to add spice.

The various characters, acting as either returning faves, out right tropes or paradoies, are colorful and full of personality. From
the Ryu clone Kyra, to the dance battler purna pullam, every character is fun and imaginative.

Fighting is smooth, with 2 control schemes, with only minor input issues for the super moves.

While it's still being developed, I'm already enjoying it immensely.

It's like seeing an good friend again after many years.

Worth it.
. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665.. my pc can't handle this game. This game is really damn good. The team formula is
amazingly enjoyable, but if you're not a fan you can always go for the classic Free For All game mode.

Pros:

The stages have an AMAZING soundtrack. Sonic games usually have amazing soundtrack, and this one has incredible remixes,
IE Boo's house, Whale Lagoon and even the team boosts. I wish they'd stop using Reach for the stars as Sonic's theme though

Team play is such a fun and unique mechanic for a racing game. Slingshots and Skimboosts are really enjoyable to help your
team or have your team help you in a pinch. it feels like if someone is coming first he wont be there the entire race, because you
can send\/receive items which builds up your ultimate bar to go SUPER FAST

The stages are beautiful and well designed. albeit to you're own personally tastes. Most are short for a nice quick race, some are
long for intense chaotic racing.
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The characters are lovable and just as you'd remember, except for some different voice actors for some, Though some are good,
others are a bit annoying. (Rogue sounds WAY too overly sexual with her moans and her flirtatious innuendos)

The wisps are a unique idea to use as items, they have more of a purpose as that than they do in a proper Sonic game.

Finally. The Character type Abilities are enjoyable. Speed having a burst when you perform a drift boost to destroy items is a
skillful way to keep ahead in the lead. Technical slowing down less on rough terrain gives you more choice to go those ways
when you don't have a luck based BOOST item to grab and Power type going through obstacles without slowing down, as simple
and obvious as it is, is terrific. (Especially since you can open up the area for your team ;) )

Cons:

Some vehicles feel really clunky. Mostly the power type. They are known to be slower and have less handling but sometimes it
feels like it will always under perform even when you have the advantage.

Some Teams are so random and stupid that it leaves certain character fans missing out. Vector being on Silver and blaze's team
is the most random choice for a character and its stupid that they just didn't add Team chaotix if they wanted vector for that
purpose. Also Zavok on Team Eggman is laughable, there have been other villains in the game that could have worked better,
hell even the E.G.G pawns would have sufficed. and lastly, cream not being on Team Rose is a bit silly, but the chao fit well so
it's really not too big a deal (Unless you're a cream fan)

Customization for cars is interesting, but ultimately unnecessary.

The wisps ARE a unique idea for items, but some are very uncreative. BURST is probably the least interesting.

Overall the game is very solid. Online has minor issue, usually network errors, but not enough to ruin the enjoyment. A great
game if you love kart races and are a fan of the Sonic Characters. I'd absolutely recommend getting this.

. Very simple, not much depth but has potential to grow. I bought this for the fitness aspect and it hasn't let me down. After 5
minutes of playing I was dripping with sweat. The developer could add more modes and create a purely fitness aimed game.
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